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Promotes a critical reflection about the research conducted so far in HumanComputer Interaction with older people
Examines the relationship between older people and several digital
technologies, such as smartphones, self-tracking and mid-air technologies,
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs), blogs and 3D virtual environments
Addresses empowerment, dementia, programming acceptance, informatics
life course, social interaction experience, online leisure, ageism, privacy, and
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stereotypes
Discusses technology used by older adults from a cross-cultural perspective
and the need to adapt research methods to them
Introduces a new, interdisciplinary perspective on HCI research with older
people, with contrib
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This book promotes a critical reflection about the research conducted so far in Human-
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interdisciplinary research on older people and digital technologies.

Computer Interaction (HCI) with older people, whose predominant perspective focuses on
decline, health, and help. It introduces a new (or different) perspective, which is grounded in
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